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AtMAtion fe'fontrbation; en lege Rho4iai Vintiiusi ad; I. e. D. ad iegenrt
Rhediay -. P& Loeenius dejpre-maritm,; libro c 8. p. 213. tell dxs,

contribution, is due wbere asbip runs ashote pressed with a storni, but not
where it is robbed. Tl at LRin found an contribution dues b&ause the ship
might haye getteo offj, as appeared by the ptobationj actn decerned fdr the
shvage mey'jnam gravawus in uo estletandus In alio obinforttinium. The

aat ,f sederunt, 9th November 16y) alkdws tht reviewing and recodsider-
ing of bills iven in debite t*pore lbfore the deckeets be extracted. See
SECT. 6.
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tdtransactwithi him-,and have Oaid the suit tthussed for, whtmtlo-t ly
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No 2T. per bore no part; 2do, It is clear by the probation, that the ship perifhed, not
by running aground, or by any leak, by the hole -made of consent,ut -that she
might have gone off safe, and that she was not broken till five days after,
which was casus fortuitus, having no necessary connectioid with the runhing
ashore; and though there had been an express contract with the merchants to
run her ashore, in case there could be no escape from privateers, and that the
merchants,'in-that case, should contribute for the damage of the ship, yet this
would never have been extended ad casus fortuitus, which -are never under

taken but when expressed, but only ad casum provisum, viz. If the ship had
been broken, or run ashore in a place which was not a known harbour. The
pursuer answered, That Leg. Rod. de Jactu, All damage for common safety

should have a common contribution, which is the reason or motive of that law,
which is now become the -law of nations,- aird is not only extended for casting

out of ware, for lightning of a ship, but to the cutting of-masts, and the like,
yea, to any ransom paid for both ship and goods; and likewise what the skip-

per did was- negolium utilitur gestum for the merchants. It was replied, That,
by the rule of common justice, when any party does any deed necessary for

preservation of' -his own interest, though thereby greater advantage arise to

others, it founds no action for bearing a part of the expenses; as if any man

improve a writ, wherein .not only his lands, but many others are disponed, he

hath no action against them for any charges or expenses, because he acted on

his awp account, and their -advantage .is but consequential. Neither was that

ever interpreted to be negotium gystum, and therefore L. R. -e Jacu, was not a

declaratory, but statutory law; -and though it do now become a law of na-

tions,.itcannot be extended ad pares casms-; for the motives or narratives of

statutes, do -only infer a conveniency, and not a duty or right, except where

the law is declaratory ;, so that, -without that law, any person ;throwing goods
-overboard, would have no.action for-contribution of the rest, because what he
did was upon his own account, and for his own safety, which.jf it might have

saved him and the ship, as he thought, he would not have forborn, though all

concerned would -have contradicted it. But to. encourage persons so to do for

-common safety, the Rodian law was introduced, which will not be extended to
other cases, and so cannot infer whatever is expended, having a common ad-

vantage, should be repaired by all that get advantage; yea, the most common

rule in equity, quod namo debet locupletari ex alterius damno, doth only take

place where that damnum is expended or done not upon account of the ex-

pender; but there is nothing of the Leg. R. de Jactu extending to his case,
,which, if sustained, would infer that whenever a ship is broken, and the goods

-safe, the merchants should pay for the damage, it being easy to make pretences

to run ashore, as well to shun a storm as capture by privateers; in which case,
-the whole probation must necessarily be by the seamen, as it,is in this case,
where they prove a storm to be five days without intromission, to connect the

storm with.the running a-ground. It is true, that if a seaman cut his mast with
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RECOMPENCE.

consent of the merchants, he may ask reparation, but when it is overturned by
storm, piracy,, or accident. it infars no contribution.

'1HE LORDS found no contribution in this case, and assoilzied fromthe libel,
except only as to the skipper's and company's disleading, and keeping the goods.
on the shore, for which they modified L. 300 to be paid proportionally by the
merchants, according to their proportions of the goods in the ship, and if they
prove not-their proportions, that they shall. all pay equally.

Stair, v0. 2.Pf. 737!

1706. February 2o.
W1LLIAl* HALIDAY, Burgess of Edinburgh, and ARTHuR TEMPLLE, naind-

ADAM. GARDINE of Greenhill.

IN the action at the instance of William Haliday, assignee by Arthur Temple,,
liferenter of a tenenientrof houses in Edinburgh, against Adam Gardine the
fiar, for declaring the said tenement affected- with, and adjudged for payment-
of the expense wared out by the cedent, in. repairing and- rebuilding thereof,
after it was demolished by occasion of- fire;.

Alleged- for the defender; No law 6bligeth any fiar of- houses demolished by'
a public calamity to rebuild or repair the same for the use of a liferenter, who.
ought to suffer loss by the misfortune -as well as the fiar; and, therefore, the
whole expense of rebuilding and repairing cannot affect the property; for
liferenters of houses are bound to preserve them in the condition they receive-
them, and no fiar tenetur ob casum fortuitum. If the- tenement were affected
with this bygone reparation, and should happen again to be burnt in the lifek
renter's time, the sum affecting the area would exhaust, the -value before the.-
fiar succeed, and so the liferenter get the property.bysthe reparation; yea, the-
very.repara.tion will fail in time, and perhaps be of no igreat value to the fiar-at
the liferenter's death. 2do, - Esto the fee of liferented tenements, demolished,
hy fire, were affebtable by the expense of rebuilding, and reparation laid out.
by-the liferenter; thiscould only be extended to. what. was necessary to po
them ir as good case- as they were in. before the, burning. 3tio, By. the Actr
zo.._Article 5. Par. 4, Q. M. a-liferenter making necessary and profitable re-
parations, his executors get only a third part thereof, and for somuch only can,
affect the tenement.

Answered for the pursuer; The necessity and-quantity, of the expenses of
the.zeparation being cgnosced and proved by the -1danrof Guild's warrant
and decreeti the same ought to affect the ground-righit and property, as in rem,,
versue to the fiar; nd the liferenter's -case is as -favourable, as that of any; ne-.-
gotiorum etr--

No 2!,

No vs.
The fee of a
tenement, re-
paired by the
liferenrer, af-
fected with
the principal
sum e-xpendedl
in the repairs
thereof, but
not burdened
with annuaal..
rent of the re
pairs during
the literent.
cr's life.
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